
 

Equity and inclusion focus in support of numeracy goal

 


	Literacy What: Develop perseverance in writing skills  
	Numeracy What: Solve math problems independently
	Literacy How: Students will - explore pre-writing strategies (brainstorming, mindmapping, questioning) - use digital tools- act on feedbackTeachers will - provide feedback based on co-constructed learning goals  and success criteria - allow for opportunities to apply feedback in daily work- embed student voice and choice in assignments- embed digital tool- balanced approach (shared, guided, independent teaching)
	Numeracy How: Students will- choose tools and strategies (manipulatives and technology) to solve multi-step problems- communicating their thinking using math vocabulary- test reasonableness of responsesTeachers will- co-construct learning goals and success criteria- deepen knowledge of Thinking and Application on Achievement Chart- teach about and through problem solving- improve student engagement through rich tasks- balanced approach (shared, guided and independent teaching)
	Equity/Literacy: With a focus on students with a Learning Disability with an ADHD diagnosis, provide- guided groups and interventions based on needs- personalized learning goals, success criteria and feedback- integrated self-regulation strategies in daily practice- embed technology to access tasks and deepen learning
	Equity/Numeracy: With a focus on students with a Learning Disability with an ADHD diagnosis, provide- guided groups and interventions based on needs- personalized learning goals, success criteria and feedback- integrated self-regulation strategies in daily practice- embed technology to access tasks and deepen learning
	Well-Being/Literacy: Promote and model instructional practices that encourage all students to engage in school with a feeling of welcome, inclusion and respect.- Embed self-regulation and restorative practice as a whole school approach- school-based and class-based norms of how we treat each other- identify at-risk students (social, emotional, marginalized,attendance) and engage support networks  
	Well-Being/Numeracy: Promote and model instructional practices that encourage all students to engage in school with a feeling of welcome, inclusion and respect.- Embed self-regulation and restorative practice as a whole school approach- school-based and class-based norms of how we treat each other- identify at-risk students (social, emotional, marginalized, attendance) and engage support networks  
	Digital/Literacy: - technology used to provide feedback for students through self-grading, self-reflecting and peer feedback (commenting feature in collaborative docs) in addition to teacher feedback- access variety of texts through tech- students communicate increasingly complex and imaginative thinking and create new knowledge through tech
	Digital/Numeracy: - technology used to provide feedback for students through self-grading, self-reflecting and peer feedback (commenting feature in collaborative docs) in addition to teacher feedback- students communicate increasingly complex math ideas clearly and effectively using digital objects such as visualizations, models and simulations 
	School: Scott Central PS
	Principal: Lindsay Gibson


